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Success Criteria
Year 3

• I am developing an understanding of tactics and I am beginning to use them in game situations

• I am learning the rules of the game and I am beginning to use them

• I understand the aim of the game

Year 4

• I understand the rules of the game and I can use them often

YEAR 3/4

Rounders
Lesson 7

Learning Objective
To learn to bat in a team.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Don’t overtake the batter in front of you.

Equipment

Optional:
Batting tees

Cones x 56

Hoops x 7

Rounders bats x 7

Tennis rackets x 7

Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Progressive tag:
Select one pupil as the tagger and give them a cone.

When a pupil is caught by the tagger, they also collect a cone and become a tagger. This continues until just one pupil is left. 

Repeat the game starting with a different tagger.
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Skill Development
45 Mins

Mini rounders:
In groups of four with eight cones, one bat, one ball and one hoop.

Pupils take on the roles of bowler, backstop, fielder and batter.

Create a small box for the batting square.
The bowler begins with the ball in the hoop.
They bowl to the batter who bats it out into the field.

In this version of the game, the batter scores:

One rounder for:

Hitting the ball and running to base four without stopping.

Half a rounder for:

Hitting the ball and running to base number two without stopping.
Not hitting the ball and running to base four without stopping.
Two consecutive ‘no balls’ from the bowler.

The batter must stop running at the next base (cone) they come to if the bowler has the ball and is standing in the hoop.

Batters are out if:

They are caught out.
They are stumped out.
They run inside the bases.

Batters have three good balls and then all change roles.

Teacher note: ensure the batter carries the bat with them around the bases.

Teacher note: if the batter does not make it all of the way around on their first turn, they can walk back to the batting square to take their second turn etc.

If the batter does not bat the ball, encourage the backstop to quickly pass it to the bowler to stop the batter running.

Make this easier for the batter by batting off a tee or using a tennis racket.
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4v4 rounders:

A Tell the pupils that in rounders players bat in a team. Batters cannot wait at the same base as each other and they cannot over take each other. If a batter runs to a base where

another batter is already waiting, the batter who has just arrived at the base is out.

B Using the same pitch layout with four cones, a batting square and a bowling hoop, pupils play four fielders against four batters. The fielding team consists of one bowler, one

backstop and two fielders.

-Batters waiting to bat must wait at a cone 4m away from the backstop.

-The batter must run even if they do not hit the ball.

-Any rounders scored are added together to have a total score for the batting team.

-Teams change roles after all batters have had three turns.

Encourage the batters to look ahead to see if there is a batter in front of them before continuing to run.

Teacher note: if groupings do not work playing 4v4, then play 5v5 or 6v6.
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Plenary
5 Mins

How did you decide when to run and when to stop at a base?

Who made good decisions in your game? Why?


